
Testimonials  

 

Memory Bound in Ankeny, Iowa: “This book sells itself. We have a few 

copies sitting on the front counter and almost every customer that picks 

it up, buys it. It has been a great add-on purchase for our store.”  

Dawn and Kelly 

 

Scrapbooks Galore & More in Midland, MI: “When I received my first 

shipment of Inspiration Station, the timing was such that I did not 

advertise the arrival of the new book in my weekly e-mail. The books 

still flew out the door and for three subsequent orders, the same thing 

happened with no advertising! I finally was able to announce the 

books... and of course, I have to order more!!” (as the old marketing 

adage goes....”Stack them high & watch them fly!” Carol  

 

“I am writing to tell you how wonderful your book “Inspiration Station” is. I received my 

copy today and it is a wonderful book. Thank you very much for writing this book of 

titles, toppers and quotes. You were right when you said “It is the only place you need to 

go”. Happy scrapbooking and card making.” Dorothy T. 

 

“I think this is the most sensational piece of work I have ever seen! This book is the best 

craft tool I have ever seen! I want to thank you for writing this and making it available to 

everyone! Again I thank you for a great piece of art!” Pat L 

 

“I just received my copy of your book - Inspiration Station. You did a wonderful job in 

compiling and organizing the information“. Velma P. 

 

“THANKS for the absolute Best Title/inspiration book out YET!! I have already used it 

numerous times and find it really does have all those pages and pages of titles and quotes 

I have saved over the years in it.--and it is so easy to use! I Just LOVE it! Thanks so 

much from one grateful Scrapbooker!” Diana T. 

 

“This is a must have tool for all scrap bookers and card makers. When you’re at a loss for 

a quote or a title, this is a fun place to sit and get lost in thought! I have been able to find 

titles and quotes for all of my favorite scrapbook pages! You will not be disappointed in 

the very large number of titles and quotes available in this book, it’s the largest number 

of titles and quotes I have ever seen in one place. The spiral bound makes this a very user 

friendly book, as it will lay flat on your table.” Tracey G. 

 



“Amazing ! This book is just what scrapbook enthusiasts need !! It has tons of ideas and 

inspirational quotes ! Betsy did an awesome job putting this together and creating 

something that every hobbyist will find useful and inspiring J”  Kerry R 

  

“Great seller, shipped quickly and wrapped perfectly, love this book a must have for 

anyone like me, who does scrapbooking and card making, but doesn’t have a creative 

bone in her body. I have already used many quotes.” K. Ott  

 

“Great seller!”    Linda Wubbena  

 

“Quick turn around!”    Monica B.  

 

“Perfect book a must for crafters.”  Buyer  YorkieMom  

 

“Excellent seller, careful packing and super quick shipping. Thank you 

for the card, it is beautiful.”   Buyer: karen a.  

 

“Very pleased with the book.”  Stan McNatt  

 

“The book was in the condition described and arrived ina timely manner.” 

  Mary K.  

 

“Shipped quickly and arrived with personal touches. I bought the book as 

a gift and am considering another for myself.”   Kimberly M.  

 

“This was my first time buying a book online and I couldn’t be more 

pleased!! I ordered on a Wednesday night and had the book in less than a 

week, complete with a few personal touches! Very, very, VERY satisfied 

customer! :) Thank you! :)”  Nicole  

 

“Excellent Service. Arrived Fast! “   Kathryn H.  

 

“Textbook was precisely as advertised, price was right, fast shipping, 

thanks!”  

Buyer: c01dphu510n  

 

“Very fast shipment, great price!”   Buyer: dabucholtz  
-- 


